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On July 2, 2020, the six Provincial Ministers of

the United States Franciscan Provinces shared a

joint statement on racism. The statement is below

and can also be found at www.swfranciscans.org

 

 

At a time when the COVID-19 virus has

disproportionately attacked people of color, we

have witnessed the killing of George Floyd and

the protests, sometimes violent, which have

occurred in our cities in its aftermath. Our 

hearts go out to all affected.

 

Even though, following in the footsteps of St.

Francis of Assisi, we decry violence and desire

peace, we stand in solidarity with our

outraged African American brothers and sisters

who demand an end to the deadly violence of

racism. We cannot be indifferent when their

God-given dignity is violated.

 

As people of faith, we not only condemn the

systemic racism that has led to these events, but 

STANDING IN SOLIDARITY Franciscan Statement on Racism 
 we also re-dedicate ourselves to ending racial

injustice in our provinces, in our Church, and 

in our nation and creating that space where

 Dr. Martin Luther King’s Beloved 

Community will flourish.

 

 

David Gaa, OFM

Provincial Minister, Saint Barbara Province 

James Gannon, OFM

Provincial Minister, Assumption of the 

Blessed Virgin Mary Province 

Kevin Mullen, OFM

Provincial Minister, Holy Name Province 

Thomas Nairn, OFM

Provincial Minister, Sacred Heart Province 

Jack Clark Robinson, OFM

Provincial Minister, Our Lady of Guadalupe

Province

Mark Soehner, OFM

Provincial Minister, Saint John the Baptist

Province 
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I am Jesus Osornio and this year I am living

my novitiate. The year of the novitiate is a

time and a place where I built the foundations

of my religious life. I have had the

opportunity to grow much more in prayer

and in my relationship with God. Different

situations have happened this year, one of

them is the pandemic. This shows us that we

can be weak as society. At the same time we

realized how good we can become with each

other, for example the doctors and nurses

who from the beginning of the pandemic are

working on the front lines.

 

LET 'S  START CHANGING THE WORLD  

A Reflection by Jesus Osornio

Unfortunately, George Floyd's cruel death made

the situation even more painful with the

pandemic crisis. When I think of the people who

were killed like George, for whatever reason, I

think about my own life. I could have been him.

I could be the one who left a mother without her

son and a daughter without her father. We are

all worthy children of the same, no race, God.

There is not a single day that my fellow novices

and I are not praying for everything that is

going on around us. Of course, we have been

praying intensely since the recent justice

movement began. 
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Prayer is powerful but just as Francis of Assisi

once made a claim to society of his time in

favor of God's creation, so now we join in a

small way to this claim to all. Let's reflect,

let's start changing this world.

 

It took me a week and a half to be able to

have the courage and the strength to watch

the video of George Floyd's murder. It was

just frightening to see those images. Several

times I turned off sound the video, and with a

great helplessness I saw the scenes. I could

not finish watching the video. It was too

much for me. George was still in pain even if I

was not listening to the video. The policeman

heard his suffering for more than eight

minutes (8:46).

 

NOVICES FINDING THEIR FRANCISCAN VOICE 

When we wrote the signs for the photo, the

video always came to mind and the policeman's

action. My sign said this phrase in Spanish

"ALTO A LA BRUTALIDAD POLICIAL”, (stop

police brutality). This simply cannot be

happening in a Christian world. In this life we

have to learn to use our authority with

responsibility, conscience and above all of

these, with an extreme love for others.  Our

country is in need of reconciliation.  Just as the

Afro-Peruvian activist Victoria Santa Cruz once

said. “I am Black and I am part of the mosaic

that is humanity; black, white, yellow, red. So

long as red, white, yellow, and black people do

not realize they are ONE, they will never be able

to understand what humanity truly is." 

The photo was taken by the Franciscan Interprovincial Novitiate and was originally posted on the Franciscan Interprovincial

Novitiate- Old Mission Santa Babara's Facebook Page. The novices, and master of novices granted permission to use. 

Have I caused pain to others by my

actions or my words that offended my

brother or my sister?

Have I done enough to inform

myself about the sin of racism, its roots,

and its historical and contemporary

manifestations? 

Have I opened my heart to see

how unequal access to economic

opportunity, jobs, housing, and education

on the basis of skin color, race, or

ethnicity, has denied and continues to

deny the equal dignity of others?

Is there a root of racism within me that

blurs my vision of who my neighbor is?

Let us change the world by changing

ourselves. 

Examination of Conscience: Let's Start Changing the World
Have I ever witnessed an occasion when

someone "fell victim" to personal,

institutional, systematic or social racism

and I did or said nothing, leaving the

victim to address their pain alone?

Have I ever lifted up and aided a person

who "fell victim" to personal, institutional,

systematic or social racism and paid a price

for extending mercy to the other? How did

I react? Did my faith grow?  Am I willing to

grow even more in faith through my

actions?

 

 

Used from a prayer service for racial healing in our land.

Copyright © 2018, United States Conference of Catholic

Bishops. All rights reserved.  This text may be reproduced in

whole or in part without alteration for nonprofit

educational use. 
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THE BODY OF CHRIST MOVES FORWARD

St. Peter Catholic Church Navigates a New Normal
Across the world, Catholic churches are cautiously

navigating their new reality, being the Body of

Christ during a pandemic. Pastors and lay leaders

have shown the Church's resilience by safely, and

often rapidly, implementing Archdiocesan

directives in their parishes. Charlie Martinez, OFM,

pastor of St. Peter Catholic Church in Roswell, New

Mexico, is a prime example of Franciscan

flexibility and pastoral shepherding. 

 

When New Mexican government officials first

lifted restrictions for churches on Thursday, May

14, 2020, Fr. Charlie sprang into action to create a

plan to celebrate Masses that very weekend. Some

of the safety measures included wearing face

masks, social distancing, limiting attendance, and

eliminating singing. Fr. Charlie lightly shared,

"with apologies to all of our parish Pavarotti's, no

singing," Fr. Charlie asked his parishioners for their

continued patience, "There is still much that is

unknown about how best to walk through this very

dangerous virus." Mass attendance was slow to rise,

as St. Peter Catholic Church was under its capacity

limit (65 people) the first opening weekends. After a

month of public masses, the parish is gradually

reaching capacity.

 

As the Body of Christ has done repeatedly

throughout history, even when facing a crisis, the

Church continues to move forward. Despite these

unusual times, St. Peter's has celebrated First Holy

Communions, weddings, Confirmations and even

received new members into the faith through the

Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults and Children.

Although the Sacraments may look different, God's

grace is still at work, even behind a face mask.   
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A NEW U.S  CITIZEN

Congratulations Fr. Jose Luis!
Jose-Luis Peralta, OFM, has spent countless

hours hard at work seeking his United States

citizenship. Fr. Jose Luis had already completed

an interview with a naturalization officer and

was patiently waiting to take his citizen exam.

On Monday, June 22, 2020, he completed the

citizen exam, and passed it flying colors! After

passing his exam, he immediately took an oath

of allegiance to the United States and received

his naturalization certificate. Usually, this

happens at a scheduled public ceremony with

many new citizens, and their friends, families,

and well-wishers present; however, due to the

COVID-19 pandemic restrictions, these

ceremonies are currently suspended. Despite

these challenges, Fr. Jose Luis did not have to

celebrate this moment alone. Erasmo Romero,

OFM, who became a citizen almost precisely two

years ago on June 15, 2018, accompanied Fr. Jose

Luis. Neither Fr. Jose Luis nor Fr. Erasmo realized

that they would both be returning to Casa

Guadalupe Friary as United States citizens- what

a joyous surpise! Congratulations, Fr. Jose Luis,

and may your first 4th of July as a citizen be

blessed!

Photos provided by Brother Bernard Keele 

Independence Day Prayer 

God, source of all freedom, this day is bright with the memory of those who declared that life

and liberty are your gift to every human being. Help us to continue a good work begun long

ago. Make our vision clear and our will strong: that only in human solidarity will we find

liberty, and justice only in the honor that belongs to every life on earth.

Turn our hearts toward the family of nations: to understand the ways of others, to offer

friendship, and to find safety only in the common good of all. We ask this through Christ our

Lord. Amen.

 

Happy Independence Day from the Southwest Franciscans! 

Prayer taken from the Catholic Household Blessings and Prayers, Revised Edition  Washington, DC: USCCB, 2007), 176.

Copyright © 2007, United  States Conference of Catholic Bishops, Washington, DC. All rights reserved.
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CORPUS CHRISTI

Letter by Bruce Michalek, OFM,  Development Director
We are the Body of Christ, and when one part

of that Body suffers then all parts suffer as

well. The Covid-19 pandemic has brought this

message home loud and clear. This simple

message is loud and clear in the United States.

No matter what we are doing to contain the

virus it continues to wreak havoc upon us and

our families. It is easy to understand why some

people feel trapped and imprisoned.

 

What gives me hope is the continued acts of

kindness that I have experienced from many of

our benefactors. Not only have they responded

with generous donations (we have received

close to $35,000 from our current appeal) but

we have also received numerous prayers for the

healing and the safety of the people we

minister to. And it doesn’t stop there. More

than 200 face masks from concerned

benefactors in various parts of the country

have been sent to us from the following areas

of the country: The Poor Clare Nuns of

Kokomo, IN; Gales Ferry, CT; McGaheysville,

VA; Laguna Nigel, CA; Hygiene, CO;

Independence, KY; Buffalo, NY; Highland Park,

NJ. For the most part, the masks were lovingly

made by people who care enough for the Body

of Christ to make the time and effort to

produce them. Some of the masks were

commercially made.

 

Our first shipment of these masks went out to

Our Lady of Fatima Mission at Chinle, AZ

where P.J. Pabatao, OFM is the pastor. The

Chinle region of the Navajo Reservation is one

of the hardest hit with infections.
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CORPUS CHRISTI  CONTINUED 

P.J. reports that there are still many people who

stop by the mission who are not wearing masks

because they are not available. They are

coming to the mission compound to receive

food and other supplies during the weekly food

bank distributions. 

ABBA,  YOU ARE THE POTTER,  WE ARE THE CLAY  

A Father's Day Tribute 
Gerry Steinmetz, OFM, celebrated

Father's Day at San Jose Church in

Laguna Pueblo, New Mexico, by

hosting a special tribute on social

media. Because there is still a

restriction for gathering physically,

Fr. Gerry believed it was essential to

gather spiritually to pay honor to all

fathers, grandfathers, and father-

figures, both living and deceased. The

Father's Day Tribute was based on a

special rosary mediation with Sacred

Scripture, art, and songs related to

fatherhood. 

 

Fr. Gerry started the tribute by 

If anyone wishes to donate more masks, they

can send them to: Southwest Franciscan

Missions, P.O. Box 12395, Albuquerque, NM

87195. We will be shipping our future

donations to St Michael’s, Ganado, Tohatchi,

Laguna Pueblo, and Jemez Pueblo.

proclaiming Scripture that emphasized having a personal relationship with God the Father, Abba,

as the heavenly Creator who forms and shapes his children like a potter. Similar to the beautiful

hand-made pottery of the Laguna Pueblo, children are molded and shaped by their fathers and the

many lessons that they share. Fr. Gerry shared a valuable personal lesson that he learned from this

father while woodworking. While giving a demonstration, Fr. Gerry shared that his father taught

him the importance of moving with the grain when woodworking, and that is often true with life,

"We should go with the grain of life." Fr. Gerry spoke directly to fathers, reminding them not to be

afraid, and follow St. Joseph's footsteps, who overcame his fears of being a husband to Mary, and

earthly father to Jesus. In the closure of the tribute, Fr. Gerry played taps in honor of all deceased

fathers and offered a prayer to strengthen all families. Holy Family...Pray for Us!  The meaningful

tribute is available to view on the province's Facebook Page, Southwest Franciscans. 
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A monthly reflection on our Franciscan Heritage by Jack Clark Robinson, OFM 
 
 

Last August 1st in Denver, these novices began

to make history.  With hundreds of friars

looking on in one room at the Chapter of Mats. 

Six Ministers Provincial received them into the

novitiate.  Then they took off for Old Mission

Santa Barbara.  They are not the first

interprovincial novitiate class there.  But they

are the first who will all make their simple

profession of first vows into the hands of a

single friar.  The COVID-19 pandemic has

brought about many, many changes in our

world, and this particular profession of vows is

one of them.  They have in some ways run on

ahead of the rest of us to a new place that we

thought might still be a few years away.   

 

In August of 2018, I had the privilege of

presiding at the Mass to welcome these same

men into the postulancy in Silver Spring,

Maryland. In the homily then, which followed

the Gospel passage from Matthew where Jesus

LOOKING INTO OUR TRADITIONS 

tells his disciples, “Stay awake! For you do not

know on which day your Lord will come.” I told

the postulants, “Every day of our lives, the Lord

comes to us, sometimes as we expect, but more

often, in ways that we would never have

imagined and so often fail to recognize. But

every day the Lord comes. You will face

challenges, and you will receive affirmations of

your faith, yesterday, today and tomorrow,

individual challenges, individual affirmations,

meant for you and for you alone.”  I went on to

say that we have collective challenges, “(I)n

your local community - how will you learn and

sacrifice and help one another grow, so that you

may become brothers to each other? For if we

do not become brothers to one another inside

our house, how can we ever be brothers to the

rest of the world?”  If COVID-19 has done

anything for our fraternal life, it has taught us

the importance of being brothers “in the house!”

Then I went on to say to these men who will
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make their first profession of vows on

Thursday, July 2nd, “We face a challenge in our

six current Provinces. You will, God grant, make

solemn profession of vows, five, six or more

years from now, into a Province not yet born. 

But our challenge and the hard work that we

must do together before your day of solemn

profession is to bring that new Province into

being, by offering our best selves - the best

Franciscans each of us can be individually;

offering the best of our inheritance from our six

Mothers – now there is a thought – six Mothers!

and offering the best of our dreams, which is

where you are so very important, to make that

Province – Resurrection Province (if I got to

name it), truly a new sign of the power of God at

work to change our world.”

 

Fr. David Gaa, the Minister Provincial of Saint

Barbara Province will travel by car from his

Provincial headquarters in Oakland to Santa  

Barbara in time to self-isolate for a number of

days before the profession. Then with

delegation from his five brother Ministers

Provincial, David will receive all of the vows of

the novices in a single ceremony. In a very

special way, it is my hope that these novices

will have anticipated in their first vows

something that they will experience in depth at

their solemn profession of vows, profession as

friars into a coast-to-coast province of friars

who are ready to face the challenges of COVID-

19, of racial and LGBTQ+ prejudice, of  sexual

inequality and of all of those others things,

which will call for us to proclaim the Gospel in

ways that we cannot even foresee.  For we know

not the know how the Lord will come, but we

know that the Lord is with us every day,

through every unexpected moment of our lives.

LOOKING INTO OUR TRADITIONS CONTINUED 

SUNDAY AGAPE SERVICES 

In late May, New Mexico's government leaders

slowly started to lift COVID-19 restrictions, which

allowed churches to open at 10% and later 25%
capacity. As many churches braced for an influx

of parishioners, Sunday Mass attendance rates

show that many are still uncomfortable with

gatherings. To continue to minister to those who

are staying at home, Fr. Charles McCarthy has

been sharing weekly Sunday Agape Services that

are adapted for family prayer. Fr. Charles hopes

that the services provide an opportunity for

families to be able to pray, reflect on the Word,

and share faith, hopes, and fears during this

uncertain time. 

Praying Together as a Family
 
 

www.swfranciscans.org/sundayagape

 A recording of the novice's first profession of

vows will be available to watch on Friday,

July 3, 2020 at www.swfranciscans.org.
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In his work The Testament, St. Francis shared, "We

should always live in such places as strangers and

pilgrims." Today, the sons of St. Francis, continue this

charism. Many friars had necessary travel during the

COVID-19 pandemic. Some friars had to travel from

mission and ministry locations, while others attended

to family emergencies. While the two photos on the

right may seem unrelated, there is an important

commonality between them. The images were both

taken by friars during their 14-day mandatory

quarantine after traveling. In New Mexico, individuals

who travel are required to quarantine to stop the

spread of the coronavirus. Isolating among a fraternity

is very difficult, so for the health and safety of their

brothers, friars who travel stay in the Province's Guest

House. Although this space is usually reserved for

visitors, it has become a hub of friar activity, complete

with cooking, phone calls, relaxing, and lots of prayer!

*Photos by Br. Bruce Michlek and Fr. Charles McCarthy

14  DAYS OF SOLITUDE Keeping Others  Safe

WE ARE ONE FAMILY Living in a Fraternity 
At first glance, one might be shocked to see a group gathering for a barbecue during the COVID-

19 pandemic.  "How could this be? The men are sitting closer than six feet, are not wearing masks,

and are eating together!" Just as a nuclear family would gather for a meal, so do friars who live in

a community together. Franciscans live in a fraternity and are brothers. To an outsider's

perspective, they may see strangers, but to friends of the province, they see one large family! 

Photos provided by Michael Burns, OFM



Brother Bernard Keele

Paul Juniet, OFM

 

BIRTHDAY 

WISHES

Heavenly Father,  

Years ago this month, you blessed the world with Bernard and Paul. Thank you for the gift of their

life. We ask you to bless them during their birthday month and to keep them in Your care, now and

in the coming year. Amen.

T H E  P A D R E S '  T R A I L  I S  A  M O N T H L Y  N E W S L E T T E R

D I S T R I B U T E D  B Y  O U R  L A D Y  O F  G U A D A L U P E  P R O V I N C E .  

www.swfranciscans.org

Franciscan Province of Our Lady of Guadalupe 

1204 Stinson Street SW, Albuquerque, NM 87121

June 19th 

June 28th

                           

Please pray for +Rosa Marie Jurado Hernandez, the mother of Franciscans Andres and

Jorge Hernandez, and +Francisco Quintero, father of Franciscan Efren Quintero. 

 Eternal rest grant unto them, O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon him.

Please
 Pray

When I was in the seminary in Dayton,Ohio I went

to a hospital to learn from the Chaplain how to

minister to the sick. He sent me to various rooms to

visit patients and then talk about them. I went to a

room with 2 women patients and the lady in the 1 st

was very happy and glad for my visit, the food was

good and service excellent. Then I went to the next

bed where the lady complained about everything

and was Very unhappy. When I met with the

chaplain he asked me about my visit and asked me if

I knew why they were in the hospital. Since I didn’t

know, he said the 1st lady has cancer and the 2nd is

going to have an ingrown toenail operated on. I also

visit a friend of mine named James who fell off a

roof 3 years ago and is paralyzed from the neck

down. He is always happy to see me, hopeful, and

positive. Anthony De Mello tells of a paralyzed

woman who is always happy and told him: I can do

all the loveliest things in life: I can see,hear,

taste,talk, think, love.... Then he asks us: WHY are

you unhappy??and suggests that we lay down on the

floor and imagine that we are that paralyzed person

and discover how we can be happy. Get up and be

happy!

WHY ARE WE 

UNHAPPY?

A Story by Gerry, Steinmetz,OFM, 
a Franciscan  Storyteller
 
 
 


